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I. INTRODUCTION
The discoveries of the @ and T fame&les of resonances
have prompted many theoretical and experimental in-
vestigations into heavy quark systems. Although heavy
quark potential models have proven valuable in the study
of S-wave states, A'faculties in treating the wave function
of P wa-ve states have made theoretical progress more
&i+cult. One intriguing approach makes use of a com-
bination of nonperturbative lattice /CD methods and
perturbative /CD calculations [1] to calculate the rela-
tive rate for the doubly radiative decays of st states.
In the charm sector this is given approximately by
I'(~., —& qq) 8 ~'
I'(g,2 m gg) 8 a2
The decay of the y 2 to light hadrons does not proceed
exclusively through two gluons. Instead the quarks may
radiate a third gluon, transforming the original qq pair
&om a color-singlet P-wave to a color-octet S-wave state.
Heavy quarks do not easily radiate a gluon, and so the
three-gluon decay width is suppressed by a factor of order
v2 where v is the typical heavy quark velocity. However,
the angular moment»m barrier suppresses the annihi}a-
tion of a qq P-wave state into two gluons by a similar
factor of v . Therefore the decay of the g,2 into light
hadrons proceeds via comparable amounts of two-gluon
and three-gluon intermediate states.
In order to extract the two-gluon width of the y, 2 from
the total hadronic decay width, the color-octet contribu-
tion must be subtracted. This color-octet contribution is
independent of J, so should be equal to the total hadronic
decay width of the g,i, for which the color-singlet decay
to two gluons is forbidden by angular momentum conser-
vation. In this way the two-gluon decay width of the y,2
can be determined from the hadronic decay widths of the
X.2 and X.i by
I'(y, -+ gg) = I'(g, m hadrons) —I'(y, m hadrons) .
(2)
Using the value of I'(g,~ -+ hadrons) calculated by sub-
tracting the radiative width I'(y, ~ ~ p J/@) [2] from the
total width [3] it is possible to obtain a prediction for the
two-photon branching &action of the y,2. This branch-
ing ratio is predicted [1] to be B(y,2 ~ pp) = (4.1 +
1.1+1.5) x 10 4, or equivalently I'~~ = 0.82 +0.23+ 0.30
keV where the 6rst error is &om uncertainties in the ex-
perimental inputs, and the second error is an estimate of
the theoretical uncertainty [4].
This paper reports a measurement of the cross section
for the production of y 2 in the two-photon interaction
e+e ~ e+e y,2. The g,2 is observed through its de-
cay to J/Q and a photon, with the J/vP identified in its
decay to e+e or p+p . The theoretical cross section
scales linearly with the two-photon width of the y,2, so
it is possible to extract the two photon width by compar-
ing the calculated cross section with the observed cross
section.
Section II gives a description of the detector, particle
identification, and event selection criteria. The Monte
Carlo simulation is exposed in detail in Sec. III. Sec-
tion IV gives the results of the cross-section measurement
and the two-photon width, and a discussion of the uncer-
tainties in the analysis. Results are summarized in Sec.
V.
II. SELECTION OF g g CANDIDATE EVENTS
The CLEO II detector [5] consists of three concen-
tric proportional wire dry chambers surrounded by a
time-of-fiight scintillation system and an electromagnetic
calorimeter consisting of 7800 cesium~ iodide crystals.
The crystals are used for identifying electrons and mea-
suring the energy of photons. The transverse momen-
tum resolution of the tracking chambers is given by
o', /p = (0.0015) p + (0.0050), and the energy res-
oI.ution of the calorimeter is parametrized by o@/E '=
0.0035/E +0.019—0.001E in the barrel, and o@/E =
0.0026/E+ 0.025 in the end cap, where both p and E are
measured in GeV. Surrounding the calorimeter is a 1.5
T superconducting coil. Outside the coil are three layers
of iron interleaved with three layers of muon detection
chambers.
A major experimental difficulty of this measurement
is triggering the readout of the detector reliably while
still discriniinating against the very common beam-gas
and beam-wall events. A multilevel trigger is provided
using information f'rom the tracking chambers, scintilla-
tors, and calorimeter crystals Two ty. pes of triggers are
selected: one for pe+e final states and the other for
pp+p, final states. For electron pair final states there
must be at least one cluster of inore tha, n 0.5 GeV in
the calorimeter, two reconstructed tracks in the track-
ing chambers, and two separated hits in the scintillators.
The trigger for the muon pair fina1 states requires at least
two separated calorimeter signals consistent with mini-
mum ionizing tracks, two reconstructed tracks, and two
separated hits in the scintillators. For events with tracks
within the geometric acceptance of the detector, these
trigger requirements have an efficiency of 0.94 6 0.01 for
electron pair events and 0.84 60.01 for muon pair events,
while rejecting most high rate backgrounds.
Events with two oppositely charged tracks are selected
for further analysis. Both tracks are required to pass
track quality criteria and originate near the interaction
point. This largely rejects cosmic ray, beam-gas, and
beam-wall events.
Candidates for the decays y,2 -+ pe+e and y, 2 -+
7p+p must have one and only one photon candidate
with energy greater than 0.3 GeV. The photon produced
in the decay of the y,2 typically deposits 0.46 GeV in the
calorimeter, making a cut at 0.3 GeV very efficient for y,2
decays. For photon identification a cluster of energy in
the calorimeter is required to be more than 30 cm Rom
the projected impact point of any charged track. The
photon must be detected at an angle more than 18' &om
the beam axis (cos8~ ( 0.95), in order to avoid a region
where tracking efficiency is poor and spurious photons
are plentiful. Photon candidates below 0.3 GeV are not
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considered.
In searchi»g for ee7 or pp7 flnal states, most back-
grounds come from events with real e+e or @+p pairs
and real photons. Particle mi~identification does not
contribute sig»i6cantly to the background; therefore lep-
ton identification requirements are kept loose. For elec-
tron identification, the ratio of the energy deposited in
the calorimeter (E~) to the moment»~ as measured by
the trac&»g chambers (p) is used. If the ratio satisfies
0.85 & E,~/p & 1.10 for both tracks in the event, it is
classified as an electron pair event. This criterion gives
an efBciency of 0.81 6 0.01 as deter~»ed fiom Monte
Carlo (MC) simulation of the E,~/p distribution. The
background in the muon channel is smaller than in the
electron cha»»el; therefore, the criterion for muon iden-
tification can be looser. If at least one of the two charged
tracks has an associated track in the muon chambers, the
event is ass»~ed to contai» a muon pair. This gives an
efBciency of 0.97 for identifying a muon pair event.
The total moment»m of the event is defined as the vec-
tor s»m of the momenta of the two leptons and the can-
didate photon. The component of the total moment»m
perpendicular to the beam is called the total transverse
moment»m, PT Even. ts with PT & 0.5 GeV/c are se-
lected. This rejects events of the type e+e -+ r+r
where the 7 pair gives rise to a lepton pair, or a misiden-
tified pion and any n»aber of soft photons. Events of
this type will usually have a large PT imbalance due to
the miming energy carried by the neutrinos.
The total visible energy of the event is defined as the
scalar s»m of the momenta of the charged tracks and
the candidate photon. It does not include neutral energy
clusters of less than 0.$ GeV. The do»»»ant background
in this analysis is Rom e+e interactions following initial
state radiation. Since the energy of the g,z is typically
less than hsing the center of mass energy, we require the
total visible energy of the event to be less than 5.4 GeV.
This has an efficiency of 0.99 for y,z events, and. removes
virtually all of the background due to initial state radia-
tion.
The /ED process e+e -+ p;7ye+e, where the pho-
ton from initial state radiation, 7;, is at small angles and
is not detected, is another source of background. If the
initial state photon is detected, the event will fail the
total visible energy cut above. The photon from final
state radiation or bre~sstrahlung in the beam pipe, 7y,
will tend to point in the same direction as the track,
producing a large excess of events at cos8~,+ = 1. To
suppress thi~ background, the angle between the candi-
date photon direction and the direction of each track at
the interaction point is required to be greater than 15
(cos 8~,+ & 0.965). This requirement is not necessary for
the muon pair events.
Finally, the invariant mass of the two tracks must be
consistent with the mass of the J/g. The mass resolution
of the J/@ can be dete~i»ed by studying the invariant
of the two charged tracks for events which pass all
other y,z selection criteria, shown in Fig. 1. When fit by
a Gaussian, the width is 0 = 12 MeV/c, in agreement
with the width expected from a MC model. A cut at
TAJ/+ +30 MeV/c is chosen to optimize the sig»i6cance
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FIG. 1. Two-particle reconstructed mass for events which
have a l+l 7 effective mass consistent with the y,q. Data are
shown as points, MC as a histogram. The St is to a Gaussian
plus a fi.at badcground.
of the MC signal relative to the background observed in
the data.
III. MONTE CARLO SIMULATION
A two-photon MC simulation based on the formalism
of Budnev [6] is used to generate y,z final states. The
cross section can be expressed as a s»m of four two-
photon cross-section terms and two interference inten-
sities, each depending upon the diferent polarizations of
the photons. The interference terms vanish when inte-
grated over azimuth. Of the remaining four cross-section
terms, three involve at least one longitudinally polarized
photon. These contribute only if at least one photon is ofF
mass shell. Since we require that the scattered e+ and e
are not observed, both photons are predominantly near
the mass sheO. Thus only the cross-section term involv-
ing two transversely polarized photons contributes, and
the total cross section is then related to the two-photon
cross section by
where C is the 77 1»mi»osity function and W is the
two-photon invariant mass.
Transverse photons can produce y,z particles with he-
licity 0 or 2 only. The helicity 0 state has zero two-
photon partial width [7] in the nonrelativistic approxi-
mation. For this reason only the g term representing
the cross section for y,2 production of helicity 2 is signif-
icant. 0++ is determined [8] by
+Zg2m2 2 r
4~X gr (gn —~ )z + I z~
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where
X = —(W —q, —q2) —q, q2 . (5)
Fzz2(qi q2) = (2J+1)16zml'
1 1
(1 —qi2/m~~]~) 2 (1 —q22/m2~]@) 2
J = 2 is the spin of the g,2 and I'~~ is the two-photon
width of the g,2 state.
I' and m are the total width and mass of the y, 2 and
q2 & 0 is the square of the momentum transfer to each of
the two photons. F~z 2 is the form factor for the helicity
2 state of the y,2.
To model the q2 dependence [8], we use the J/@ form
factor
The resonant production process is characterized by
four independent variables. The MC generates the az-
imuthal angle between the two scattered electrons (P),
the two polar angles of the scattered electrons (8i, 82),
and the energy of one of the radiated photons (ui). The
energy of the second radiated photon (~2) is calci~bted
using the m iss of the y 2 state. For the line shape of the
g,2, we use a Breit-Wigner function with a total width
of I' = 2 MeV [2,3].
In order to describe the angular distribution of the 6-
nal state particles in the decay y, 2 ~ J/@p —i l+t p, it
is necessary to know the decay amplitudes for each helic-
ity. The production amplitude is significant for helicity
2 only, measured with respect to the y 2 direction. The
decay amplitudes for helicity 2, 1, and 0, measured with
respect to the J/vP —p axis in the y, q rest frame, are all
significant. In terms of these helicity decay amplitudes,
the distribution of the final state particles is
f(8', 8', +') = siA2(1+cos 8')(1+6 cos 8'+ cos 8') + ~Ai(l —cos 8')(1 —cos 8')
+s4AO(1+cos 8')(1 —2 cos 8'+cos 8*)+ A2Ai(sin28' cosP')(sin8'+3 sin8'cos 8')
++A A (sin28' cos2$')(]. —cos 8*) +3AiAp(sin28' cosp')(sin8'cos8' —sin8' cos 8') .
8' is the angle of the photon direction relative to the
photon-photon collision axis in the rest frame of the g,2,
while 8' and P' define the positron direction in the J/Q
rest frame relative to the J/Q direction of motion. The
decay amplitudes for helicity 2, 1, and 0 have been mea-
sured [9] as A2 = 0 848+s'Oso& Ai: 0 485+s'oys& Ao
0.213+os2z. If the decay is treated as a pure electric
dipole (El) transition, the values of the decay helicity
amplitudes would be A2 ——0.775, Ai = 0.548, Ao
0.316. The MC events are generated isotropically in
cos 8', cos8', and gY, and the events passing all cuts are
weighted by the approximate angular distribution.
The CLEO II detector has excellent Jg mass resolu-
tion allowing very tight mass cuts to be made. However,
this also requires that the J/g line shape be correctly
modeled in the MC for an accurate measurement of the
efficiency. Final state radiation in the decay J/g ~ e+e
is very significant, resulting in a 31% reduction in effi-
ciency when compared to MC decays without final state
radiation. This eKect cannot be ignored even in the muon
pair final state. This efFect causes the overall efficiency
for e+e final states to be somewhat smaller than for
p+ p, final states.
The simulation of the transport of the final state pho-
ton and leptons through the CLEO II detector is per-
formed by a G@ANv-based MC routine which makes use
of EGs for electromagnetic showers. The events generated
with this MC are then. processed by the same analysis
program used on the data.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to measure the cross section for e+e
e+e g,z, the mass difference spectrum is studied. The
mass difference is defined here as 6 = mi+ i- ~ —mi+ i-—
0.459 GeV/c2, where the expected mass differenc has
been subtracted. The mass rbfference is used because
the (+I 7 mass spectrum and the &+I spectrum are both
broadened by final state radiation from the leptons. The
difference, 6, is much less susceptible to this broaden-
ing. Figure 2 shows the mal+i-~ distribution for all events
passing the event selection criteria listed in Sec. II. When
fit to a Gaussian it has n = 18 MeV. The mass difFerence
distribution, shown in Fig. 3, has cr = 12 MeV.
It is evident that the mass difference distribution has a
peak near zero and some slowly varying background. In
order to estimate the background, a subtraction is made
using events in the sidebands of the J/vP mass plot. The
signal band about the mass of the J/@ is +30 MeV/c2,
from 3.067 GeV/c to 3.127 GeV/c2. The low and high
sidebands are defined as the regions of the lepton pair
mass distribution 2.7 GeV/c2 to 3.0 GeV/e2 and 3.2
GeV/c2, to 3.5 GeV/e2, respectively. The mass difFer-
ence plots are made for the events in the sideband re-
gions as well, and these distributions are scaled by the
ratio of the interval widths, 0.1. The scaled mass dif-
ference distribution of the sidebands is shown in Fig. 4
along with the signal. The sidebands are a good match
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FIG. 2. Three-particle reconstructed mass, m~+ ~-7.
to the background over much of the plot [10]. In or-
der to reduce the impact of statistical fiuctuations in the
sideband mass difference distribution, the distribution is
fit using a function of the form f(q) = Aq e +v where
q = (Em —D). The four parameters A, B,C, and D are
determined using a ma&@mum likelihood fit.
Detector acceptance and efficiency of the analysis cuts
are estimated with a MC simulation. The signal is fit
using the shape of the MC distribution. The background
is estimated by fixing the parameters B,C, and D at
the values obtained in a fit to the scaled sidebands. The
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FIG. 3. The mass difference between the l+l p effective
mass and f+l efFective mass, m, +& —m&+&- —0.459 GeV/c .
The PDG mass difFerence between the x q and J/@ has been
subtracted so that the events of interest should peak at 0. The
histogram is the sum of the scaled MC signal shape and the
scaled background shape obtained from J/vP mass sideband
data.
FIG. 4. The mass difFerence between the l+l p efFective
mass and I+I effective mass, rn~+& ~ —m&+, —0.459 GeV/c .
The solid histogram is from events with a dilepton mass con-
sistent with a J/vP, while the dashed histogram is from the
J/@ sidebands. The sideband histogram has been scaled by
a factor of 0.1 to account for the ratio of interval widths.
normalization parameter A of the background function is
allowed to vary, as is the normalization of the MC signal
shape. This two-parameter fit, shown in Fig. 3, yields
N„~+»~ —25.4 + 6.9 events.
The product of the acceptance and efficiency for ob-
serving a final state eel or ppp, e„~+»~, is determined
from the Monte Carlo simulation:
~found + ~foundee7 PP7
7+I I 7 ~7 generated ~7 generated
iVee7 + XV',p7
where the number of @pe events generated is equal to
the number of eel events generated times the ratio of
branching fractions B(J/Q ~ IJIJ)/B(J/Q ~ ee). This
gives an efficiency of ~„7+»7 —0.18760.003, where the
error listed is statistical only.
The cross section is calculated &om
1 1 1 X e7+p@7cr(e+e -+ e+e y.,) =-L BJ/Q7 B„„+Bee ~ee7+pp7
(9)
by taking account of the leptonic branching &action of
the J/Q(B„= 0.0627 6 0.0020 for J/g ~ ee and
B» —0.0597 + 0.0025 for J/g ~ pp), the radiative
branching fraction of the y,2 (B~~~~ —0.135+0.011),and
the integrated luminosity (L = 1.49+ 0.02 fb ). The
result of N, 7+»7 ——25.4+ 6.9 events yields a measured
cross section of cr(e+e ~ e+e y,2) = 5.5+1.6+1.3 pb,
where the 6rst uncertainty is statistical and the second
is systematic. This result uses the helicity decay ampli-
tudes as reported in Ref. [9] (see Sec. III). Assuming that
the decay of the y q is a pure electric dipole transition
reduces the calculated cross section by 3%.
The systematic uncertainties due to inaccurate simula-
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TABLE I. Determinations of I'~~(X,2).
Experiment [12]
Crystal Ball [13]
R704 [14]
CLEO 1.5 [15]
TPC/27 [16]
E760 [17]
This experiment
Theory [1]
r„(&,.) (keV)
2.8 + 2.0
9+1 3—).0( 1.0 ( 95% C.L.)
3.4 + 1.7
0.321 + 0.078
1.08 + 0.30
0.82 + 0.23
EoMc )
(10)
There are additional systematic uncertainties in t;he
derivation of the two-photon width kom the cross sec-
tion. We assume that the g 2 is produced predominantly
in the helicity 2 state. The helicity 0 state has zero two-
photon partial width in the nonrelativistic approxima-
tion, while in other models it is predicted to be between
tion of the data are estimated by observing the change in
the measured cross section as selection criteria are varied.
Most MC distributions agree well with the data when
account is taken of the background. The largest con-
tributions to the systematic uncertainty come &om the
cut on the photon angular distribution and the trans-
verse momentum cut, with minor contributions coming
from the visible energy cut and the J/g mass cut. The
cut on the cosine of the photon angle was varied &om
0.5 to 1.0 with a resultant change in the cross section of
+15%. Varying the transverse momentum cut between
0.1 GeV/c and 1.0 GeV/c contributed 14% to the uncer-
tainty in the cross section. Changing the visible energy
cut in the range 4—6 GeV gave results that; contributed
7% to the systematic uncertainty while changing the J/g
mass acceptance window in the range from +10 MeV/c2
to +100 MeV jc2 made an 8% contribution to the uncer-
tainty in the calculated cross section.
Another source of uncertainty is the form factor used.
We have studied the effect of using a p form factor, a J/g
form factor, and no q~ dependence at all in Eq. (6). Us-
ing no q2 dependence gives a long tail at large values of
—q, the J/@ form factor gives a somewhat smaller tail,
and the p form factor gives almost no tail to the q2 distri-
bution. The cross section for y,2 production is sensitive
to the form factor used, dropping by 24% for p. Since this
experiment has the largest acceptance for events with q2
very near 0, there is a compensating increase in the efFi-
ciency which very nearly cancels the change in the cross
section. The uncertainty in the measured cross section
depends upon the product of the MC cross section and
the MC detection eKciency, and is nearly independent of
the form factor selected. The observed variation in t;he
measured cross section is +5%.
These eKects have been combined in quadrature to give
the final 24% systematic uncertainty. The small sample
size precludes any signi6cant reduction in the determina-
tion of the systematic uncertainty.
The two-photon width can be extracted from the mea-
sured cross section by scaling by the ratio of these values
used in the MC simulation:
2% and 5% of the helicity 2 state. Thus, the assumption
that the helicity 2 production amplitude is dominant for
the y, 2 state introduces an additional theoretical uncer-
tainty of +so%.
Longitudinally polarized photons require nonzero val-
ues of q; . Large values of —q,- are relatively rare, and the
ratio of the 0TI, term to the ol 7 2 term is estimated [ll]
to be much less than 1%.
These eKects, added in quadrature with the previous
systematic error, give a systematic uncertainty on the
two-photon width of 24%. With these additional sys-
tematic uncertainties, the two-photon width of the y, 2
is determined to be 1'» —1.08 6 0.30 6 0.26 keV, cor-
responding to a branching fraction of B(y,2 m pp) =
(5.4 6 1.6 6 1.3) x 10 4. This can be compared to the
theoretical prediction of I'» —0.82 + 0.23 6 0.30 keV
and B(y,2 ~ pp) = (4.1 + 1.1 + 1.5) x 10 4. Table
I compares this result to other experimental determina-
tions of the two-photon width of the y,2. Many of these
experiments share similar systematic and theoretical un-
certainties [12] so only statistical uncertainties are listed.
Following the treatment of Ref. [1], the result for I'»
can be combined with F~~ to derive a value for o., using
Eqs. (1) and (2). I'(g, q m hadrons) is derived by sub-
tracting the radiative width I'(y, g ~ pJjg) [2] from the
total width [3] to obtain I'(y, 2 -+ hadrons) = 1.73 6 0.18
MeV and I'(g, q -+ hadrons) = 0.64 + 0.15 MeV. Using
the assumption that the color-octet decay width of the
y,2 is the same as that of the g,q, the two-gluon width
of the y,2 is determined to be I'(y, 2 ~ gg) = 1.09 +0.23
MeV. This yields a value of a, (m, ) = 0.219 6 0.078 6
0.053+0.085, in reasonable agreement with expectations.
The first uncertainty is statistical, the second is system-
atic, and the third is the contribution from theoretical
uncertainties.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have measured the cross section for the
production of the g 2 in the process e+e ~ e+e g,2 to
be o'(e+e ~ e+e g,2) = 5.5+1.6+1 3 pb. This implies
a two-photon width for the g,2 of I'~~ = 1.08+0.30+0.26
keV. These results were obtw'ned using J/Q form factors
in the two-photon propagators, and the assumption that
only transversely polarized photons are significant in the
production of the y,2 state.
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